
Sudami x-ring reloading equipment 

Operating Instructions 

Belted magnum cases 

1. It works on all belted magnum cartridges this collet die is universal, except (224, 240, 378 and 460 Weatherby). There is only one collet required. Be sure that the 
die and collet are absolutely clean - especially the slots on the collet, before each use. 

2. Always use a good high-pressure lubricant on your shell casing outside and on the collet. We strongly recommend using "Redding Imperial Sizing Die Wax" for best 
results. It is easy to use, it's not sticky and it is very popular with re-loaders. Don't use any type of liquid lube your case will get stuck. 

3. This collet die should only be used on cartridge cases that have already been resized with a full length die. Headspace on the shoulder, not on the belt. Always 
examine the inside of your cases for signs of stretching brass just above the belt. The cases will last for at least 15 times before crimping is necessary. 

4. To identify your oversize cases use the "top" of this die as a case diameter width gauge. The cases that don't fit inside should be resized with the collet die. Pic 1 
5. Cases that are fired with maximum repeatedly without using the collet resizing die will stretch beyond recovery. Always check fired cases to see if they will drop 

freely into the case diameter width gauge on top of the die. Always remember that the size of different rifle chambers and brass can vary considerably. Pic 2 
6. Please NOTE that the collet is slightly tapered manufactured. The small end OF THE COLLET is identified by a 45 degree cut. Push the collet over the case and 

make sure that the collet contacts the belt. The small end of the collet has to face the mouth of the case. Pic 3a and Pic 3b 
7. Remove the locking ring and insert the die from the bottom of your press as far as it will go. Adjust the die all the way into the press, as far as it will go. Then 

replace the locking ring on top of the die. The ram of your press (with shell holder inserted) should have a small clearance under the die - if possible, depends on 
your model of the press. This setting will allow you to resize the expansion ring on your case (just above the belt) to .510" or as needed. Pic 4, Pic 5 

8. If resizing seems to require too much pressure, withdraw the case, turn it, and press it into the die again. Make sure the collet seats against the belt. The collet can 
easily be separated from the case by inverting it, pushing the collet down. 

9. If you do have any doubts about the use of your belted magnum collet resizing die, please contact us at info@sudamix-ring.co.za 
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